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The fourth most popular form of cosmetic surgery in the world is Rhinoplasty. Every year numerous
people undergo nose job or nose plastic surgery procedure. While it may also be advised to correct
functional problems, it is mostly performed to improve the aesthetic appearance of the nose. The
surgery is not just about a good-looking nose; it should be able to function well. Breathing is one of
the key functions of the nose, during which an adequate amount of air is moved through the nose
passages to the lungs.

The aesthetic nose surgery or nose job can make a difference not only in terms of the facial
features. It also boosts self-esteem. By this plastic surgery intervention, the major aesthetic
improvement can be achieved to increase or decrease the nose size. For nose reshaping, it is a
type of intervention generally carried out. This intervention may be accompanied by correction of
anatomical defects that can cause respiratory problems, although rhinoplasty is most often used for
cosmetic purposes only by some Sydney plastic surgeons.

The optimal age for boys is at least 18 years, while the ideal candidates for nose job must be over
16 for girls. Making the operation possible, this is because at this age the nasal bones reach
adulthood. Given the appearance of harmony to be created between the nose and the patient's
physiognomy, the patient must have realistic expectations on the outcome of the nose operation
and it can be used to correct the appearance of the nasal pyramid.

Followed by at least 8 weeks of no contact sport, another recommendation you should consider is to
avoid hitting or rubbing your nose excessively after a nose job. You should be very gentle with your
facial area and your nose should be washed delicately. Until the nose is completely healed, glasses
should be avoided as much as possible for the first weeks, this advise will be given to you by your
Plastic Surgeon in Sydney. Contact lenses can be worn as soon as you want. To check your healing
progress, the plastic surgeon will schedule more visits in his room in Sydney after surgery and if you
experience any unusual symptom do not hesitate to call and ask your Sydney Plastic surgeon.

While sleeping, if a patient is unable to breathe properly through their nose, they may begin to start
snoring. This can result in sleep apnoea and at the same time disturb ones partner and interfere
with sleep. Sleep apnoea is a sleep disorder and the person suffering from the same exhibits
abnormal pauses in breathing, or instances of abnormally low breathing.

In less than two hours, Rhinoplasty sometimes help to reduce snoring is generally performed and
during this, a patient is usually placed under general anaesthesia. Patients can expect their snoring
to lessen significantly after the nose surgery, thereby improving their sleep pattern and enhancing
the quality of their life.
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